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SYNOPSIS: Inuk and the Swi by Henry Beissel 
Inuk, an Inuit boy, sets off in the grips of the harsh winter with his father in search to 
seek the life sustaining sun in order to save his family and village from starvation. Along the way 
they are visited by the Spirits of the Caribou, the Moon and the Wind and Inuk's dog team and 
father are slain by a polar bear. He continues his hero's quest alone and encounters more Arctic 
animals and spirits which aid, scold, menace and admire him. A chorus of giggling seals 
provides comic relief and friendship as Inuk journeys under the sea. After solving three riddles, 
lnuk finds himself and falls in love with the Sun. Inuk wins the heart of the sun and triumphantly 
returns home to his village and mother as a self-assured, kind and loving man. 
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dancers, dressed in neutral dress, may also be used to change set pieces. Students will rehearse 
with the director in the morning and attend theater classes in the afternoons. Morning teaching 
assignments will be related to working with experimental movement, and the sceneographic 
design and the technical construction of lnuk and the Swi. 
There are several design challenges to be resolved such as how to create the illusion of a 
flying raven; manufacture a quickly changeable stage deck that will depict the stark snowy 
Arctic ice packs; design a grandiose winter sunset in Episode One and a Northern Light display 
in Episode Three; produce the effect offnuk's fall through the seal hole at the end of Episode Six 
and the scene shift into an underwater world in Episodes Seven; produce the underwater 
environments for Sedna's throne room, the Sea Monster's Cave, the exterior and interior of the 
Great Hal of the Ice; and the Arctic spring sunrise in the Epilogue. Solutions to the director's 
vision will he explored and realized by the very resourceful design-production team with 
assistance from the ATYSC technical conservatory and a lot of volunteers. ATY will be renting 
the Anchorage Opera scene shop and will be able to borrow and rent scenic units and properties. 
The theater bas a Mackie 24.4 and a Mackie 1604 sound system and a Colortran Compact 
Elite light board with four house designated electric pipes. ACP A or union qualified technicians 
will be responsible for operating all technical elements of the production. An ACP A lighting 
instrumentation inventory list follows. 
ACP A Lighting Instrument Inventory 
Follow spot position: 
(2) Xenon Super Troupers 1200W Xenon lamp 125' from curtain line 
(12) S degree Altman (All pre-hung in Front of House) 
(108) 10 degree Colortran (94 pre-hung in Front of House) 
( 40) 26 degree ETC Source Four 
(40) 36 degree ETC Source Four 
(20) 50 degree ETC Source Four 
(20) 20 degree Colortran 
(40) 30 degree Colortran 
(34) 40 degree Colortran 
(S2) 8" Fresnels Colortran 
(110) Par 64 Can Le (Black) 
(16) Far Cyc Colortran 
All Colortnrn units use l K  lamps. ETC use 575K lamps. Par can use Par 64 lK lamp. 
Color frames, Template holders, and drop-in irises (ETC) available. 
6" and 8" Top Hats and Barn Doors are available. 
Lighting System 
Road Board Hookup: Backstage Right 
Company Switches: 3@ 400 Amps 3 phase 208V 
House Light Board Control: Colortran Compact Elite 
House Dimmer System: Colortran - CMX (DMX512 Converter Available) 
Dimmer Inventory (372) 2.4 K 
(33) 6 K 
Breakouts to Front of House Circuits: Backstage Right 
Circuits Per Position 
Front of House: Ceiling Coves 
Al (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
A2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
A3 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
A4 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
B l  (4) 2.4K 
B2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
B3 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
B4 (2) 2.4K (2) Non Dim 
BS (4) 2.4K 
B6 (2) 2.4K (2) Non Dim 
B7 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
BS (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
B9 (4) 2.4K 
Revised 08/01/2002 
Cl (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
C2 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
C3 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
C4 (2) 2.4K (2) 6K (2) Non Dim 
DI (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
D2 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
D3 ( 4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
D4 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
DS ( 4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
D6 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
D7 (4) 2.4K (2) 6K 
Yl House (18) 2.4K (3) 6K (4) Non Dim 
Glass 8 
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expressionistic presentational style. Inuk. and the Sun departs from Magic Realism in that the plot 
develops with a classical linear progression following Joseph Campbell's paradigm of the hero's 
quest or "monomyth." 
The unifying visual inspiration for this production will be through a color pallet derived 
from an artistic painting style called Fauvism, which is French for "wild beasts." The Fauve 
movement was inspired by van Gogh and initiated by Matisse in Paris around 1898. Van Gogh 
said, "Instead of trying to render what I see before me, I use color i n  a completely arbitrary way" 
(Pioch). The Fauves rejected naturalistic color harmonies for intensely vivid ones with 
juxtaposing exuberant brilliant colors. The colors create and resonate light rather than merely 
imitating its impression. 
The cold nocturnal snowscape and vivid cool teal blues, lavenders and purples, will be 
expressive and reminiscent of the sublime natural colors oficebergs and glacial snow caves. This 
highly charged and poetically intensified color scheme is well suited to the playwright's 
heightened and poetically expressive writing style. The costumes will incorporate the brightly 
saturated Fauve color palette but will be derivative of traditional dress, pulling in the historical 
and religious context of the Inuit people with a theatrical magical twist. Constructed from 
ordinary common items, the costumes will economically transform from the mundane into the 
fantastic and define these characters as being not of this world or time. 
Painting the stage--set, costumes and properties-with resonating light for a heightened 
color effect metaphorically expresses the lighting ideals of Fauvism and echoes the concept of 
Inuk's light quest. Stage lighting techniques will be explored to create the challenge of presenting 
the northern lights along with the setting and rising of the moon and sun. The intensity, levels, 
amount, quality, focus, direction, projected pattern and color of light will be crucial to not only 
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set the mood but as a scenic element to diferentiate the various environmental settings 
within the play. 
The multipurpose set will reflect a triangular geometric motif, inspired by the textural 
shapes of the sharply cracked Arctic ice. This simple stylized shape will function to represent a 
variety of scenic elements including the vast frozen snow drifts, jagged buckled ice, village iglus, 
underwater rocks and sea objects, a dark sea monster's cave and a glimmering sulrtundra 
iceberg hall. The center stage will have a pyramid shaped raked p1atform., which will provide 
alternative stage levels and funtion as a stage trap for the seal hole Inuk's portal to the watery 
underworld. The raked deck can also support Inuk for his slow rolling fall through the ice down 
to the bottom of the sea. This triangular theme will be echoed in other small scenic units 
including an upstage masked ground row and as stage properties to pin down the corner acting 
areas. 
Inuk's slow motion unconscious descent down the raked platform to the ocean foor will 
be dramatically contrasted by the opposing action of ascending kelp that will be fown out from 
the deck upstage of the ground row on a masked batten. The kelp can be made from strips of 
plastic suspended on varying lengths ofline attached to the batten. A downstage batten cradle 
filled with mylar confetti can sift slowly down onto the deck to represent the sea matter floating 
in the fluid current. 
Beissel's script calls for masks for the spirit characters and marionettes or Japanese style 
Bunraku puppets for the roles of the human characters. In order to take advantage of the 
immensely large scale actor-audience relationship for the large proscenium stage, we will use 
life-sized masked characters and at least one larger-than-life rod puppet rather than the smaller 
traditional ones to utilize the expansive scale of the stage. 
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The play is introduced and concluded with profound short poems by the flight and antics 
of a circling raven. The Raven like the Greek Chorus is a theatrical device to prepare and entice 
the audience to enter into a heightened state of magic as the sun sets and then depart from the 
Arctic winter world as the sun begins its spring ascent. During the afternoon rehearsals and 
morning classes, the students will design, engineer, build and experiment with puppet movement 
and dance. Four or five performers will be required to manipulate the Raven's twenty-four foot 
wing span, which will be featured during the prologue, epilogue and the frrst and second 
episodes. The spectacular Raven is both a performer and at times a curious and opinionated 
observer who's actions and reactions set both a mood and an example for the audience's interest 
in the story. 
The audience will experience Inuk.'s personal transformation, privileged to peer within his 
imagination to see what he sees. He will encounter the Spirit's of the Moon, Caribou, Wind, 
Dream, Ice, Sun, and Sedna the Sea Goddess, the blind Sea Monster, and many talking animals. 
Ultimately the audience will rejoice with Inuk's success in finding the sun and celebrate his 
enlightenment. Director and production-design team will bring the sensational visual spectacle to 
light, and Beissel's poetic telling of this timeless myth will be brought to life by the actors. 




PART TWO: PREPRODUC�ION ANALYSIS 
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Given Circumstances 
Author Henry Beisse4 a playwright, set lnuk: and the Swi in the Arctic of Northeastern 
Canada in a small Inuit Village. This productio� however, will be set in an Inuit village near 
Barrow, Alaska, which is home to the Inupiat peoples. The play starts in the nocturnal twilight of 
a bleak winter day. The stage directions prior to the opening prologue indicates that the "sun is 
setting" (56). Even today, the date that the swi sets fur the season of the long winter night in 
November, and conversely, the next sunrise, which marks the approaching summer season of the 
midnight sun, has monumental significance in polar societies. This play starts with a winter 
swiset on November 19, 1845 at 1:37 PM and the sun will not rise again witil January 23, 1 846 
at 1 :33 PM, revealing its radiance for only eleven minutes. The play takes place over a two� 
month period ending with the reappearance of the sun 11in a blaze oflight11 upon the Arctic winter 
landscape (99) . .Beissel does not give an exact date; however the absence of any indication of 
contact with outside cultures suggests that the story takes place before the middle of the 
nineteenth century. The script for Inuk and the Sun references the use of only traditional hunting 
and travel technologies. The village is composed of iglus, blubber is used for fuel and lighting, 
dog sleds for travel, harpoons for hunting and fishing, and spears for defense against polar bear 
attack (57). This journey into and through the darkness is symbolic for the protagonist's passage 
into manhood, and his enlightened realization. 
Inuk, the protagonist, lives in a hunting and gathering economy, which is not thriving­
they are "starving" (75). The villagers and their dogs are hungry and anxious to reap the benefits 
of a hunt. At the beginning of the play, Inuk's futher remarks that, "The dogs are frantic to be off 
on the hunt. They're hungry." lnuk: responds, "We're all hungry. We must find game." Winter 
hunting is difficult because 11most of the animals have followed the swi.11 Severe blizd 
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conditions also add to the difficulty of procuring food for Inuk. his family and the community. In 
the beginning of Episode One the young frustrated Inuk complains that, "For seven days we've 
waited out the blizzard" (57). 
Tn traditional I nu it culture it was the duty of all males to hwit and share the bounty with 
the family and the whole community. "From birth boys were taught to strive to be a good hunter 
and likewise girls were taught to dream of marrying a good hunter." In the beginning of Episode 
One, lnuk: anxiously tells his father, 111 want to prove myself a man, Father, and a man is a 
hunter11 (57). Success i n  hunting was a sign of a good life, and lack of success was a sign of a lite 
poorly lived. Hunting was so critical to their daily survival that it assumed "deep religious values 
well beyond its more common practical implications." The Inuit afterl ife is believed to be a 
paradise where choice game and bowitiful hunts are insured with little effort (Hata). 
There was little political organization i n  Inuit society. Groupings were not politically 
detennined but were based on geography, language, and customs. The extended family was the 
primary political structure. "Kinship usually involved three generations from both the mother and 
father's sides" (Hata). These extended families were treated as a unit and everyone was held 
accountable and responsible for all members of the family. The father of the family and the 
eldest male within the community, served as the authorities. In this play, Inuk's father was 
clearly the patriarchal leader, and he reminds the impatient Inuk that "A hunter knows how to 
wait" and continuously dispenses advice and counsel to his son. After lnuk's father is killed by a 
polar bear, Inuk is forced to race many hardships and challenges in order to fill his father's 
mukluks. One of his challenges is satisfying the community's expectation for him to take on the 
role of the patriarchal provider. In Episode Si:x; Inuk bemoans his predicament when he says, n1 
couldn't return to the village. to my mother, empty-handed" (72). 
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spirit of his father continues to counsel Inuk saying, "Don't grieve, Inuk. You're a man now. My 
spirit will return to your children" (98). 
Inuk's futher gives the following metaphysical explanation for a spectacular display of 
Northern Lights, which appear in Episode Four: 
It's giant spirits playing with the skulls of our ancestors. The souls of our fathers 
and mothers have returned to earth but their bodies are up in the sky or down in 
the sea, and sometimes the spirits play games with their skulls to while away the 
times. (64) 
Whereupon Inuk. speaks to the Northern Lights and requests their help: 
Help me, Oh Spirits! 
I am a shadow 
in a .land of shadows. 
The wind plays with me, 
the moon plays with me. 
I'm fair game for the dark. 
Help me become a man. 
Help me conquer my fear 
of the moon, of the wind. 
Give me the strength 
of the polar bear, 
the fox's speed, 
and the skill of wolves. 
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village are hungry along with their dogs-the.ir mode of transportation. No one knows where the 
sun goes when it sets for the winter and "she leaps over the edge of the world . . .  there's no 
retwn from beyond the edge of the world" (57-58). 
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Dialogue Analysis 
Beissel wrote Inuk and the Sun in English but includes Inuit words of the lnuktituk 
language. This helps to set the play in the Arctic and reinforces the time period-pre EW'Opean 
contact-and illustrates Inuk's cultW'al identity as Inuit. "lnuk means 'a man' in Inuktituk" and 
"Inuit means 'the people111 (Chalydoff51). In Episode One, the Spirit of the moon ridicules Inuk 
when he says, "You bear a proud name, Inuk, but you still have a lot to learn" (59). Two of 
Inuk's sled dogs are named Nippaitit (57, 63) and Nipjarnak (57). The Inuktituk word for their 
Goddess or Spirit of the Sea is "Sedna." 
One Inuktituk word and concept, "ayor�" is introduced and used throughout the play 
by lnuk's father. It first appears at the beginning of Episode One and is used by Father to explain 
and summarize this theme: 11Ayorama. Everything happens as the spirits have decreed" and the 
importance of waiting for the appropriate time to act. Inuk.1s father reminds Inuk that "Winter is 
the season ofwaiting.11 Later in this episode this concept is repeated when his father says, "We 
must let the secrets of the world be. It's as the spirits have decreed. Ayorama" (58). He reminds 
lnuk of how his reckless impatience is not productive and advises him to "wait" ten times in one 
episode, and continues to advice patience throughout the play. In the middle of episode six, 
Sedna informs Inuk that, "Everything must forever change and go on changing Inuk. That's the 
law." Before dying, Father says, "It's decreed that my struggles are over . . .  My time is up Inuk, 
Ayorama" (98). In Episode Four lnuk's dying father says, "Don't grieve, Inuk. . . . .  Ayorama . . . .  
All is decreed" (68). 
The body of the text is written in prose with interjected poetic breaks in rhymed verse 
recited by all the main characters, employing song, dance, ritual, or prayer. This uncomplicated 
familiar language is enriched by the colorful imagery of the Arctic North and the nomenclature 

All have I f ed the I howling I dark. 
Snow wind, I ice wind, I wolves at I bay: 
Man and I beast are I winters I prey. 
White is I black, and I black is I white
Arctic I winter, I arctic I night. 
( 8) 
( 9) 
(10) 
( 1 1) 
(12) 
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This verse, recited by the Raven who functions as a narrator or a Greek "dithyrambic" 
chorus, setting the mood in trochaic quad-meter with an AABB pattern, ending with two rhymed 
couplets for each four-line stanz.a. Like a Greek Chorus, the Raven offers a rich sense of 
spectacle and sets the mood and world of the play with the prologue narration, which is 
delivered, similar to the Greek "parodos.11 The Raven also interjects its "dithyrambic" 
commentary underlining and animating the main themes ohhis story in song or "stasirna" and 
separating the main actions of the play between episodes (Brockett 13). 
Lines one and two set up the antithetical contrasting concept of nature's codependency on 
the changing and interrelated seasons, and set the mood for the given circumstances of the play, 
ending with a full stop. Visually the black dark Raven is contrasted against the bleak whiteness 
of the Arctic landscape which serves to illustrate the contents of the lines. 
Lines three and four continue the thought of the severe winter, and end with a full stop. 
Lines five through eight introduce the concept of the sun's absence, along with the flight 
of beasts and life, with antithetical words: "followed" and "fled, 11 and "sun" and "dark.11 This 
stanza ends with a full stop. 
Lines nine and ten repeat lines three and four. 
Lines eleven and twelve repeat lines one and two. 
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Lines three and four are statements of their bleak situation and recognition of the Inuit 
dependence upon the caribou for their precarious survival, and ends with a full stop. "Pursued" is 
antithetical to "give." 
Lines five and six continue and restate the thought from lines three and four and end in a 
full stop. "We" is antithetical to "you" and "Great Spirit." 
Lines seven and eight are expressions of praise and thanks, ending with a full stop. 
Lines nine through eleven are incantations calling upon the benevolence of the Spirit. 
RA VEN, MOTHER AND FATHER: (62) 
White is black, and black is white-­
Arctic winter, arctic night. 
Gull and goose have followed the sun, 
Moose and caribou are gone. 
Whitefish, flatfish, whale and shark­
All have fed the freezing dark. 
Snow wind, ice wind , wolves at bay, 
Man and beast are winter's prey. 
INUK: (63-64) 
Ani I mals of I the long I night, 
Where I are I you? 
Ani I mals of I the long I night, 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Why do I you flee I from us? 
We're I your I friends. 
We I need I you. 
Ani I mals of I the long I night. 
Come, bring I us your I flesh. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
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This is a short prayer of supplication by Inuk to the hunted animals in irregular blank 
verse. "Flee" and "come" are the antithetical words. 
INUK: (64) 
Help me, 0 Spirit! (1) 
I am a shadow (2) 
in a land of shadows. (3 ) 
The wind plays with me, (4) 
the moon plays with me. (5) 
I'm fair game for the dark. (6) 
Help me become a man. (7) 
Help me conquer my fear ( 8) 
of the mon, of the wind. ( 9) 
Give me the strength (10) 
of the polar bear, ( 1 1 )  
the foxes' speed, (12) 
and the skill of wolves. (13) 
For I want to hunt the sun. (14) 

I blow from the north 
I blow from the south 
I blow the very words 
right out of your mouth. 
I blow from the south 
I blow from the north 
and if I don't have my way 
I have my will by force. 
Follow the wind; follow me. 
Though heaven is my place on earth, 
I know every comer of the earth 
from the mountains across the tundra to the sea. 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
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The first and last) four-line stanzas have an ABBA rhyming pattern. The four center 
stanzas differ in meter and rhyme from the first and last ones. Lines two and three have 
antithetical words> "heaven" and "earth." 
Line four: the 11mountains11 is antithetical to the "sea11 and "across the tundra" in line three 
is antithetical to "corner of the earth.11 
Lines six and seven: "east" is antithetical to "west" and "from11 is antithetical to the "to" in 
line 5. 
Line eight: "howl" is antithetical to 11rest.11 
Lines nine and ten: 11west11 is antithetical to "east. " 
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Character Analysis for lnuk: 
During the course of the play, lnuk:, the protagonist, experiences a major shift in attitude 
about himself and his capabilities. At the beginning of the play, he is a self-centered, hungry, and 
impetuous child. This yowig Inuit boy longs to be recognized as a great hwiter and a man. He 
thinks he is invincible and he can defy the laws of nature. Rather than participate fu the 
traditional hunt and patiently wait for the passing of the winter and the return of the game, he 
boldly sets out to trek to the edge of the world, where no man has gone before in hopes of 
triumphantly bringing back the sun. 
The impetuous Inuk ignores his father's wise counsel to patiently accept his Inuit culture 
and place in nature; the idea of Ayorama-that all is decreed by the spirits and that all things 
have their season. This foolish lack of acceptance is manifest in his interactions with the spirits 
and the animals. Inuk ignores their advice as well. He solicits their sympathy and help, 
pathetically trying to manipulate them. Tossed about by the spirits' conficting advice, he finally 
accepts that he is not in command. lnuk: says, "Oh Spirits Good and Bad! I know now that in 
your hands I'm nothing but a toy" (82). Through this surrender to the forces, he finally discovers 
and accepts his place. 
The killing oflnuk's father by the polar bear and of the polar bear by Inuk is a turning 
point in lnuk:'s journey. lnuk has a motivational shift in focus from his own shortsighted personal 
pursuit of the sun, to saving his father's life and finally pursuing his father's spirit after his 
father's death. In grieving the loss of his father, his weeping and crying is another step towards 
his manhood. The Spirit of the Moon tells Inuk: that, "a man must know how to weep. And you're 
a man now-albeit a little man. Tears are the price of living" (68). Through the killing and the 
eating of the polar bear, Inuk gains confidence and strength. He tells the antagonistic Moon, "I'm 
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a man now, I trust my own strength" (71). Against the advice of the Moon, he follows the Spirit 
of the Wind's directions to the edge of the world and to the Land of the Dead where the sun 
seasonally resides. 
Seemingly lost after three days of treacherous weather, the weary and hungry Inuk has hit 
a new spiritual and physical low. He pleads to the spirits of the sea and the sky for help. At the 
mercy of the elements, and facing his own mortality, in desperate supplication he cries: 
I'm a shadow in a land of shadows 
The wind plays with me, 
The moon plays with me. 
rm fair game for the dark. 
Help me, spirits in the sea and in the sky! 
I didn't come this far to die. (72) 
Inuk is fmally demonstrating his acceptance of his place in nature. In his hero's quest he is pulled 
through the ice floe into the underwater world where he is initiated and receives assistance from 
the natural and metaphysical world to solve a series of riddles and tasks. His concern is no longer 
to merely become a man. He now is motivated to do what a man must to do within his culture. 
By taking responsibility for his actions he is no longer the self-centered child but is transformed 
into a post-feminist "understanding and loving man�' (97) besides being the traditional male, 
courageous hunter, provider and warrior. He also learns that his newly betrothed Sun will never 
wholly belong to him, "because every year she must return for a time here to the Great Hall of 
the Iceberg . . .. That's the law. And all things must live by the law, even the Sun" (97). 



to go hunting for the sun. (82) 
Please, Can I be untied first? 
I cannot think bundled up in my 
harpoon line. (82) 
I wish I was back on firm land. 
It's better to be hungry than to be 
eaten. (84) 
I'm lnuk the mighty hunter. (85) 
I've killed a polar bear with my 
harpoon. (86) 
I can't get to the sun without 
knowing the answer to the riddle. 
(87) 
You give me the answer and I 
promise you a special gift. (88) 
Cross my heart! I won't deceive 
you, believe me. 
I don't know what you mean. I'm 
only a boy. I can't fight these 
ferocious sharks. (89) 
I've never seen anything so 
sparkling, so glittering, so 
beautiful . . .  (89) 
Shake off the ice! ! !  It's me, Inuk, 
your son. (92) 
Get up, Sun! Rise! I've been 
looking for you all over the land 
of the North . . .  
I know now that in your hand I'm 
nothing hut a toy. I defy you 
Spirits! While I have life I must 
have the sun. (92) 
I belong to the people of the 
North. We think of all creatures 
as our brothers and sisters. (93) 
It's up to you to make him tell you 
the secret. (82) 
Ahhh - you're learning. (82) 
You're an alien creature plucked 
from the air . . . .  I warn you! No 
one enters my cave uninvited and 
lives . . .  (85) 
You've cut off one of my tentacles. 
You must die. (85) 
Are you trying to frighten me? 
(86) 
Oho! You're only a boy . . .  ? I  
thought you were a man. lnuk, the 
mighty Inuit hunter. (89) 
You dare raise your harpoon 
against me . . .  What impudent 
creature are you. (92) 
You're human. You belong to a 
race of creatures that thinks the 
world was made for them alone! 
That's why you must die, I shall 
tum you into a block of ice! (93) 
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Character Analysis for the Sea Monster 
The Sea Monster, is a giant terribly ferocious and menacing bUnd octopus-like monster 
who shows no mercy. 11He cannot see you, but he feels a sense of you with his tentacles from the 
slightest movement in the water . . .  " (86). He probes the air and once he captures his victims, he 
sucks the life out of them and then feeds them to the sharks to feast upon. The Sea Monster sings 
an incantation: 
I'm the Monster of the Sea. 
With my many tentacles 
I choke my enemy. 
I choke the whale 
and I choke the shark-
I'm as mean as can be 
because I live in the dark 
and I cannot see. 
But I can sense and I feel 
every movement in the water 
whether it's creature or ship's keel. 
Someone's entered my cave, 
Someone too bold and too brave. 
It isn't seal or whale or shark 
Because I know them in the dark, 
I know their song, their whistle and their bark. (85, 86) 
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Character Analysis for the Spirit of the Sun 
Every season of the long night the Spirit of the Sllil, "the supreme ruler of everything/1 
disappears from the Inuit Land of the North, and all the animals follow her lead, leaving few 
resources for food for the Inuit people of the North. (94) 
No one knows for sure where she goes when she leaps over the edge of the world. 
Some say, into the sea to warm the fsh. Other's say she goes to shine for the 
spirits of the dead. There are even rumors that she is under the curse of an evil 
spirit. But no one knows. (57) 
The beautiful, young, radiant sun is universally loved by all and she is brighter and warmer than 
her insecure brother, the Spirit of the Moon, who is jealous of her overwhelming popularity in 
the Arctic North. The Spirit of the Sun quietly slips into the Great Hall of the Iceberg, in the last 
episode unnoticed by either Inuk or the Spirit of the Ice, a rival for the Suns attention and 
admirations. Inuk praises and courts this dazzling subject of his love and devotion in verse: 
0 Great Spirit of the Sun, 
I didn't know 
you were so beautiful 
and still so young. 
Now I understand 
why the animals follow you 
and joy colours the land 
wherever you go. 
Come back with me, 
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Character Analysis for Sedna 
The story of Sedna the Goddess of the Sea is a prominent legend in Inuit religion and 
folklore. Against her will Sedna's father maried her off to a young hunter who took her to his 
island home where she discovered that he was actually a sinister raven in disguise. After much 
unhappiness eventually her father paddled out to rescue his unhappy daughter. The angry raven 
pursued them as they tried to escape in their kayak. When a fierce Arctic storm threatened to 
overturn them her father tried to save himself and sacrificed bis daughter by tossing her into the 
icy sea. He tried to beat her away from the edge of the kayak with his paddle causing her frozen 
fingers to break off. As her fingers cracked off her hands and sunk away they became the seals 
and the severed stumps of her hands turned into the whales. Sedna also sank to the bottom of the 
sea and became the ruthless ruler of the sea with her loyal companions the seals. It is believed 
that it is Sedna's wrath and fury against man that drives the violent and tumultuous sea storms. 
The Inuits have great respect for this powerful deity and this is the reason that after a successful 
seal hunt the Inuit "drops water into the mouth of the mammal, [as] a gesture to thank Sedna for 
her kindness in allowing him to fe his family" (Sedna). 
In the play Sedna is the undisputed, ugly and imperious goddess and ruler of the sea. She 
lives under the ice in the sea and is surrounded and served by a slew of silly singing seals. Sedna 
asks Inuk: to solve the following riddle: 
Wind or Mon-
who is the groo� 
who is the bride 
crying in the tide? (83) 
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Character Analysis for the Seals 
At the end of Episode Six, lnuk is pulled "into the sea and under the ice" by a seal (79). 
Other seals surround lnulc and together they cheerfully deliver him to their formidable mistress, 
Sedna the Goddess of the Sea. They happily and stealth fully give Inuk the answer to the first 
riddle that he must solve. The seals deliver him to the cave of the Sea Monster and eventually to 
the Great Hall of the Iceberg. These cheerful seals enjoy singing their favorite jingle: 
We're the seals, 
the cheerful seals, 
we sleep on ice 
and eat codfish and eels. 
We are the seals 
with f ippers and tail, 
we're hunted by man. 
By shark and by whale. 
We're nowhere safe, 
so we live with fear 
but all the same 
we're full of cheer. (90) 
Later the gregarious seals come up with a plan to trick the sharks that guard the Great 
Hall of the Iceberg, and take delight in their successful accomplishments in the following refrain: 
You were tricked by a boy, 
you silly shark, 








Beats Analysis and Active Verbs 
1 .  Yin-Yang (56) 
• RA VEN: Chants, crouches 
2. Hunger Sets In (56) 
• INUK: Frets, 
• FATHER: Restrains, sucks 
3. Sun Seek (57) 
• INUK: Interrogates 
• FATHER: Instructs 
4. Voice of the Spirits (58) 
• MOON: Ridicules 
• INUK: Brags 
5. Sibling Rivalry of the Spirits (59) 
• INUK: Taunts 
• FATHER: Apologizes 
• MOON: Conunands 
6. Bucking Traditions (60) 
• INUK: Bucks 
• FATHER: Bridles 
• MOON: Splits 
7. Calling the Caribou (60) 
• FATHER: begs 
• MOTHER: Praises 
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• ALL: Pleads 
8. Caribou Comes (61) 
• FATHER: Pleads 
• MOTHER: Begs 
• CARIBOU: Dodges 
9. Greek Chorus: Famine not Feast (62) 
• MOTHER: Endures, implodes 
• FATHER: Moans 
• RA VEN: Circles 
10. Call of the Wild (63) 
• FATHER: Waits, sustains 
• INUK: Barks 
1 1 .  Lure of Aurora (64) 
• INUK: Lurches 
• FATHER: Reigns in, suffocates, suppresses 
12. Shadow Speak (64) 
• INUK: Whimpers 
13. Wind Wager (65) 
• WIND: Entices 
• INUK: Hesitates 
14. Prophecy (66) 
• DREAM: Forewarns 
15 .  The Struggles ( 67) 
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• FATHER: Struggles 
• INUK: Attacks 
16. Crossing the Thresholds (68) 
• FATHER: Releases 
• INUK: Pleads 
17. Spirited Competition (68) 
• MOON: Wheedles 
• WIND: Consoles 
• INUK: Inquires 
1 8. Bear Booster (71) 
• MOON: Gloats 
• INUK: Strides 
• WIND: Leads 
19. Greek Chorus (71) 
• RA VEN: Caws, spins, dives 
20. Trail to Trials (72) 
• INUK: Perseveres 
• MOON: Scoffs 
21.  Musk-Oxen Messenger (74) 
• MOON: Pontificates 
• INUK: Explicates 
22. Outfoxed (76) 
• INUK: Attacks 
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• FOX: Tricks 
23. Moon Mockery (77) 
• MOON: Mocks 
• TNUK: Concurs 
24. Rematch (77) 
• WIND: Solicits 
• MOON: Jeers 
• INUK: Reprimands 
25. Do It! 
• WIND: Directs 
• INUK.: Hesitates 
• MOON: Admires 
26. The Belly of the Whale (79) 
• SEALS: Frolic 
27. The Meeting of the Goddess (80) 
• SEDNA: Dominates 
• INUK: Complies 
28. Atonement with the Father (82) 
• INUK: Vacillates 
• SEDNA: Coaches 
29. First Riddle (82) 
• INUK: Pleads 
• SEDNA: Capitulates 
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• SEALS: Reveal 
30. Apotheosis (30) 
• INUK: Pretends 
• SEDNA: Rages 
3 1 .  Who is the Groom (84) 
• SEDNA: Riddles 
• INUK: Fidgets 
32. Oedipus Seas the Light (85) 
• INUK: Quivers 
• SEA MONSTER: Menaces 
33. Reconciliation (86) 
• INUK: Engages 
• SEA MONSTER: Reconciles 
34. Out Sharking the Sharks (89) 
• INUK: Hesitates 
• SEALS: Trick 
35. In the Crystal Hall (91) 
• INU K: Marvels 
36. Reach for the Sun (92) 
• ICE: Thunders 
• INUK: Advances 
37. Fiery Eyes (94) 
• SUN: Admires 
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• INUK: Worships 
• ICE: Scolds 
38. The Third Condition (95) 
• SEDNA: Quizzes 
• ICE: Hopes 
• JNUK: Solves 
39. Transformation of the Goddess (96) 
• SEDNA: Transforms 
• INUK: Enlightens 
40. Enlightenment (97) 
• SUN: Surrenders 
• INUK: Gushes 
• SEDNA: Legislates 
41. Letting Go of Father (97) 
• ICE: Pouts 
• FATHER: Instructs 
• INUK: Clings 
• SEDNA: Presides 
42. The Last Promise (98) 
• INUK: Fulfills 
• SUN: Supports 
43. The Triumphant Return (99) 
• INUK: Struts 
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44. The Sunrise (99) 
• SUN: Dances 
• SEDNA: Circles 
• INUK: Hurls 
• ICE: Attacks 
45. Will the Circle be Unbroken (45) 
• RA VEN: Circles, spins, sails 
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Analysis of Dramatic Action 
Full Text Example 
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grows from these positive and conflicting interactions with the metaphysical world. Beissel uses 
antithetical conceptual imagery throughout the play, which is visually sumized in the 
eloquent, black and white Tao symbol of the Yin-Yang. The seals summarize this theme when 
they suggest to lnuk, "No need to conquer the shark. Just accept the light with the dark" (89). 
In Episode One, Inuk's village has been holed up because of the severe weather 
conditions and the people have been patiently waiting out blizzards and unrelenting winds for 
seven days. Inuk declares that he "cannot wait any longer. I want to prove myself a man, Father, 
and a man is a hunter" (59). Father reminds lnuk that: "A hunter knows how to wait . . .. 
Ayorama." Even more emphatically he tells him that: "Everything happens as the spirits have 
decreed. That is why we must know how to wait . . .  for the right moment . . .  " (59). When lnuk 
suggests that they should seek the sun in order to restore the rich abundance of sumer to the 
frozen landscape, Father repeats this refrain and cautions his son saying, 11We must let the secrets 
of the world be. It's as the spirits have decreed. Ayorama." He reminds lnuk that he is "too 
impatient . . .  and reckless." Also the Spirit of the Moon advises Father to: "Teach him [Inuk] 
then that all things have their season" (59). Later in Episode Six, the Muskox cautions lnuk to 
"wait" and reminds Inuk that: "Everything has its season . . .  The seasons measure our patience as 
well as our courage" (75). Even while dying from a fatal bear attack, Father reassuringly says, 
"Don't grieve, Inuk . . .  Ayorama . . .  All is decreed" ( 68). 
In Episode Ten the Spirit of the Sun explains that although she is betrothed to lnuk, every 
season she must return for a time to the Great Hall of the Iceberg. She counters lnuk's protests by 
reminding him that: "All things have their season remember, Inuk? " (97). Recalling his father's 
words, lnuk replies: "All things have their season . . .  Yes, I remember now . . .  A long tiine ago. 
When we started out on our hunt. My father said that" (97). lnuk is reminded one last time of the 
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Playwright Henry Beissel 
Henry Beissel (pronounced By-sell) was born in 1929 in Cologne, Germany, and came to 
Canada in 1951 via London, England. He is maried to painter and translator, Arlette Franciere, 
and has three children (two are Angellica and Myrna) ( canadiantheatre.com). He attended the 
University of Cologne from 1950-51 and the University ofLondon in 195 1 .  He studied English 
literature at the University of Toronto and received his Baccalaureate in 1958. He received his 
Masters of Art in 1 960 and wrote his thesis on Henry Vaughan. In 1958 he received his first 
award-the Epstein Award for Creative Writing and his latest, the German Walter-Bauer 
Literaturpreis Award, in 1994 (Beissel, Evory, writersunion.cal). 
Beissel wrote a provocative poem in tribute to a fellow poet, Walter Bauer, who died of 
cancer. Beissel the poet, pays a reflective homage to his friend as well as the path and journey of 
all poets, who believe that the journey or process is more profound than the destiny or product. 
Henry Beissel writes: 
A poet's journey is what matters 
Not his destination, 
And the unfolding of the wonder 
Of what he sees and hears 
On his travels beyond the self, 
Not any celebration 
Of his own pomp and circumstance: 
He must become his poems. (Garebian 2) 
Beissel, literature professor, playwright, translator, critic, editor, and poet is enamoured 
with the North. "He is regarded as a major representative of modern Canadian literature." Cantos 
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"It is truly a mystery and a tragedy that Bottenberg's two-act opera has been ignored by 
professional companies. From the opening chorus, the listener is treated to sensuous music 
reminiscent of Orff s Carmina Burana" (Black I). 
In 1996 Beissel retired from his position at Concordia University, Montreal, as 
Distinguished Emeritus Professor of English. He lives near Ottawa and continues to write. He is 
widely published and has over thirty titles to his credit (Penumbra Pressl). Inuk and the Sun has 
been translated into at least eight languages. 
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Learning Goals For Students 
Through the conservatory experience of acting, designing, building, rehearsing, and performing 
Inuk and the Sun in less than four weeks the students ranging in age from eight to fourteen years 
will: 
• Increase their knowledge and appreciation of dramatic art. 
• Increase their knowledge of the collaborative process of producing a play. through 
director note sessions. character and text analysis and script breakdown of beats. 
• Increase their knowledge of heightened language. 
• Be introduced to Joseph Campbell's idea of the monomyth. 
• Be able to identify examples of Yin-Yang in the play and in their own lives. 
• Have a better understanding and appreciation oflnuit culture and a deeper love of the 
North. 
• Increase their widerstanding and acceptance of their place in nature. 
• Learn to actively listen to others onstage through rehearsal techniques and improvisation. 
• Analyze and develop character. motivation, and conficts using a written character 
analysis, to reveal actor objectives and super objectives. 
• Collaborate with the designer in the creation of their costumes, mask. and puppets. 
• Practice positive communication skills with all members of the production, increasing 
their interpersonal social skills. 
• Practice daily self-discipline and goal setting as they progress through the rehearsal 
process. 
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July 14: Did movement workshop with cast. Blocked Polar Bear fight. Blocked and rt:hearsed the 
Caribou dance. Met with Rebecca about lighting: going to have a follow spot sun rise and set and 
a follow spot Moon (this will eliminate two ,<;un lit wagons and two tlown in moons), gave her a 
list of the various light looks and showed her my color pages. Had meeting with Eyvette and 
Wally to smooth out working relationships, Yngvil join us towards end of meeting. We discussed 
personnel shortage for Inu1c. Yngvil's gua1 as the conservatory t:ducational director is to "sprt:a<l 
the discontent equally between the variQUS productions." 
July 15 TGIF: The last day of the second week of advanced conservatory. Purchased materials 
for coslumes and props at Wal Mart at 7:30 am (purple towel for musk ox, polar fleece for seals, 
paints for the masks, they had no "fun noodles-tentacles for the Sea Monster, hula hoop for 
Moon Spirit mask/� two hula hoops for drums. 
9:30-11 :00: Make-up workshop with Colin BroMl 
• draped and made pattern for the "Seal" costumes. 
• spoke with Sea Monster 
• Moon Spirit wants to hide his head with a white bag-I'm not keen on this concept. Colin 
did a.azing make up design for t.lie moon who complained �.at he was allergic to make up 
and that it burned his face -so we washed it off immediately. 
• Told the cast to buy their O\\l!l individual mascara 
• Dream Spirit make up applied by Danielle is incredible 
• Sun Spirit makeup applied and designed by Danielle-incredible 
• Iceberg applied and designed by Danielle-good but should consider Yin-Yang asymmetry 
• Colin did natural for Jnuk and aging for Mother and Father. Jt js fine. 
• Sent Wally to "Liquidation World" for Sea Monster tentacles "Fun Noodles" (sold out) and 
paint brushes. 
1 1-12:30: Acting-Subtext Lesson: "Net Assets" with Dick Reichman-a very good class on 
portraying intention and subtext with nonsense text. 
i2:30-I :  .Lunch . . . bad forest .fire do\.V'Jltown is gray with smoke. Car battery is dead . . . got a jump 
from Yngvi1 and Wally went to Home Depot to purchase tubular foam for Sea Monster tentacles 
to give to Danielle to build over the weekend. SM Eyvette is often absent or tardy from 
rehearsals. She is insecure because she has no theater skills but has a law degree and speaks well. 
She has excuses for not completing SM tasks and for missing or being tardy to rehearsals und 
meetings. When she does come she is disruptive and tries to direct. I am concerned because she 
is not dependable and she doesn't appear to know how to take blocking notes or call cues. She 
doesn't understand stage directions or how stage protocol. Today at lunch Wally confronted her 
and asked her directly,, "are you going to be able to call this show." She becrone very angry and 
defensive and said "Yes, it is my job!" 
1-3 :30: Rehearsal in Lobby 1-the penthouse: very loud with the roof construction 
listening and rcacling 
-character: introduce yourself in character . . .  with character interactions: 
-who are you 
what are your goals 
-what does your character want 
�Do you have feet and what kind of shoes do you wear? 
-Do you ever sleep and if so where did you sleep last? 
-Discovery Wardrobe Room: cast picks up their masks to take home to finish 
3:30: conservatory assembly I parents invited/ weekly video 
-Met Shaw's mother Crystai (cosiwne builder) 
-met Skylar's parents and had a conference about bag on head moon look. 
4:15: infonnal meeting with Colin about set 
• unable to give Colin drafted plans or model 
• the shop has made cardboard flats for the masked grow1d row 
• they built a two triangular raked platforms that will support the trap 
• scraich flown in moon flats 
• scratch sunlit wagons (LD will have two followspots) 
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• want to use the Julius Caesar 42'' high up-left platform (upstage of scrim) for: 
• Raven's perch 
• Sea Monster Cave 
• Sedna' s magical appearance in her court 
July 16 & 17 weekend: Finished the Moon mask at home. Cut out all Seal costumes, finished 
one, pinned another. Sta.-ted the Muskox mask. Purchased materin!s for costu..-nes. Designed 
Spirit of Ice costume. Consulted with Sue Raley on phone. I want to rent Old Sheep costume 
from Charlotte's Web from Paulette Bond (costume shop manager) at CWU. 
July 18: Did run through so SM could note all the blocking-she made it through the first 7 
episodes. Rehearsal devoted to costume parade so that the SM could document progress. 
Designed Sharl< .masks. Met with Yngvil to design sound . Designed Shark costwnes. Will pass 
off construction to Tammy the prop mistress. 
July l 9: Tues: Hired Rebecca ($200 cash) to do design lighting to be listed as "Hg_h.ting 
consultant." I want her to take it off my hands and I want her to be listed as the lighting 
designer. Morning had cast run through the blocking of episodes 8, 9, and 10. Brian and I 
wmkshoped movement for Moon, Raven, Sedna, Muskox, Pox, Seals. Hedda and I workshopcd 
movement on the Discovery Stage. Asked her to focus on Wind (Pulled Meagan out of tech 
conservatory) and Moon. Rehearsal did a first ru.*1 for lighting and sound designer. Yngvil 
brought music to inspire. Asked actors to id three physicai characteristics that described their 
intentions. Costwne meeting with SM and ID. Designed Wind costume and Muk1uk leg bands 
for Father, Mother, and Inuk. Wally constructed Shark mask. Requested that the SM please 
discipline the students so that I (the director) didn't have to be the ''bad cop." 
July 20: Sent e-mail to Paulette requesting Old Goat's costume. Gave scenery sketches to Colin. 
Cast _has movement workshop with Hedda. Ran through first half of play and took extensive 
notes. Megan, Max, and Joseph goofed off during Muskox herd scene. I got angry and expressed 
my extreme disappointment with their h9rrible performance. Met with Eyvette-rm very 
disappointed that she can't discipline the cast or remind them to stay focused while I'm talking. 
July 21 : Thursday; Heard from Wes regarding his travel plans. Made model mukluk and cut and 
prepped the others in order to pass it on to volunteer Bonnie, to finish. Hedda choreographed the 
Wind's biow scene with the Raven, Moon, Inuk, and dead Father, bear, and dogs. Cast had 
movement workshop with Hedda mostly devoted to the Wind and Inuk. Hedda and l cut a 
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Overall, I was pleased with the production: the costumes, the masks, the minimal but 
versatile set, the evocative lighting, the very young but hard-working and intelligent actors, and 
the incredible original and professional sound score provided by our multi-tasking ATYSC 
Director Yngvil Vatn Guttu. Although catastrophe seemed to loom at every turn, the young cast 
and crew were tenaciously determined to overcome all obstacles. They rose to the occasion and 
took the challenges in stride as an opportunity for creative growth and safe experimentation. 
Problems were examined and triggered resourceful and inspired creative solutions providing the 
cast, crew and me with a solid unified sense of community, group confidence, and a cohesive 
interdependent bond. 
Being new to the ATYSC some of the protocol was unfamiliar, such as being assigned a 
pre-selected cast and discovering in the middle of auditions that I did not have any say in the cast 
selection. The "audition" on the first day of conservatory was actually a group casting audition 
for the pre-registered eighteen-person pre-assigned cast. Fortunately, there were several young 
actors who could have given an authentic performance for any of the parts� however, there were 
some that bad little experience or aptitude for any part. Cast members frequently missed a 
number of rehearsals due to contlicting music lessons, soccer practice, Bible camp, vacation 
trips, illness, family emergencies, and other obligations (three eventually dropped out 
completely). 
At the initial pre-conservatory staff meeting, it became apparent that I was listed as the 
only sceneographer for this production and would be responsible for designing, building and 
painting all of the sceneographic elements, as well as the lighting hang and focus. Each 
production was assigned two paid adult supervisors-the director and a stage manager. In 
additio� as requested, our production team had been assigned a skilled professional composer 
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allowed in the venue after conservatory hours. I lead a small crew of inexperienced parent 
volunteers to quickly load the pipes with the goods during my precious one opportunity for 
technical rehearsal. 
It was an enormous joy to work with these dedicated young actors. Maya Dale had the 
pivotal role of the Raven. This character recited poetry to open and close the play. foretelling the 
production's Yin-Yang concept. Due to the severe shortage of resources and time a shredded and 
feathered garbage bag with thirty yards of fluffed tulle, was used to make a corpulent boa-wing 
costume rather than using a large parade puppet. Although Maya entirely missed the second 
week of the conservatory, she was very focused and took all ofher roles very seriously, always 
asking for criticism and correction. She designed and helped to build her mask out of a recycled 
cardboard box. As a vital supporting character, she always followed through with her actions and 
she never broke character. This thirteen-year old was the most inexperienced stage performer yet 
ultimately gave the strongest performance and the most commitment. Hunter Woofter was also 
amazing to work with. Extremely curious, talented, smart, and motivated, he had the demanding 
lead role oflnuk. At the first cold reading he out-read every part, and although he would have 
made a motivated Spirit of the Moon, there was no other actor who could have taken this 
demanding lead role. Except for a couple of short moments, he was onstage throughout the entire 
production. This may have been too much to ask from him, as his final performances lacked the 
freshness of his initial cold readings. In the future I will be more cautious to protect my actors 
from rehearsal fatigue and burnout. 
The extensive investigations into the given circumstances and lives of Arctic peoples 
provided insight and many rich analogies to help relay the gravity of facing starvation in the 
harsh winter landscape. The cast was asked to realize their precarious position that their entire 
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village was facing the likely probability of dying from starvation after consuming all of their skin 
clothing. This impressed and motivated these young actors into a sincere and believable 
performance. 
Many of the costwnes, masks and personal props provided character motivation and 
physical business. The Raven, Spirit of the Moon, Spirit of the Caribou, Polar Bear and Muskox 
all held masks that kept their hands occupied and their body actions engaged in their character. 
The muskox herd was not fully motivated or recognized witil they received handfuls of bubble 
gum to chew this added an inspired and humorous dimension to their delivery. 
As the mask and puppetry instructor, I used class time fur character development in 
conjunction with mask and costume design preparation. Each met with me individually to 
discuss their character wor� action verbs, descriptive adjectives, and drawings. Some of the cast 
had their own drawings and had parents build or acquire their costumes. For most, I would 
design and sketch their costume while questioning them about their characters. This was a 
valuable collaborative experience for everyone. 
In the end, when I had to ignore the cast and essentially become the technical director, 
they were self-suffcient and fowid tasks and occupied themselves with creative theater 
exercises. I was very proud of them for the way they supported each other, learned to cover each 
other during rehearsal and performance, and went out of their way to be tolerant and inclusive of 
everyone including an autistic child who became an assistant stage manager. They had no 
stagehands or adult leadership, so these young teens took on the role of backstage chaperons for 
the younger children. Like lnuk, they had to learn about patience, discipline, and finding their 
place in nature and their culture. Ayorama ! What will be will be. 
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A great deal of collaboration has gone Into this production of 
Henry Belssel's lnuk and the Sun. During the Conservat�� the 
cast designed their own costumes and masks: these colorful 
and creative costumes were produced with the assistance of 
staf and parents. Teachers and volunteers, coming from 
as far ftNay as Norway, Canada and California, contnbuted 
 expertise,_ advice and support to the choreography, 
mask and puppet making, acmg, movement, voice 
training, scenery and lighting design for this play In 
 to the professional and formal activities 
 of the staff, their informal interaction with each 
 and the cast has resulted in a production 
of lnuk and the Sun of which we all tan be 
proud. I thank you all, and especially 
Yngvil Vatn Guttu and ATY for pr0viding 
me the opportunity to direct this play 
which is a requirement for my MA 
in Theatre Production from Central 
Washington University Special thanks 
to Sue Rale'f, Wally Brant, Susan Stratton, 
Tina Barrigan, Derek Lane, We5'e1 Van 
Tassel, Scot Robinson, Paulette Bond, 
Jim Hawkins and the entire 
twU Theatre Department 
Kari Glass 
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APPENDIX A: COSTUME DESIGN 
Raven 
lnuk. / Father I Mother 
Spirit of the Caribou 
Spirit of the Moon and Spirit of the Wind 
Spirit of the Dream and Sea Monster 
Sled Dog and Polar Bear 
Muskox and Arctic Fox 
Seals and Sedna 
Sharks and Spirit of the Ice 
Spirit of the Sun 
APPENDIX B: SET DESIGN 
Village lglu at Sunset and Sunrise 
Cold Arctic Moon and Pack lee 
Northern Lights 
Under the Ice and into the Sea 
Under Water Guarded Gate of the Great Ice Hall 
Inside the Great Ice Hall 
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